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I Introduction 

All muslims are required to perform their daily prayers towards the qibla, that is 
the direction of the ka'ba in Mecca. The determination of the azimuth ( direction) of 

the qibla at any given locality was a problem which received much attention in the 
medieval Islamic mathematical tradition. Already in the second century of the Hijra 
(eighth century CE), approximate solutions to this problem were known. The earli

est correct method was called the "method of the Zijes" ( astronomical handbooks) 
because it was widely used in the medieval Islamic astronomical tradition. This 
method was probably discovered in the third century of the Hijra (ninth century 
CE) and it was rendered by the astronomer }:Iabash al-}:Iasib1 and others [2]. The 

present paper is concerned with another correct method which was discovered by 
Abil'l-'Abbas al-Fac;ll ibn }:Iatim al-NayrizI, 2 a mathematician and astronomer who 

originated from the city of Nayriz in Iran and who worked in Baghdad. His date is 
uncertain but he probably flourished around 900 CE. 

Al-NayrizI's treatise on the determination of the azimuth of the qibla is histor

ically interesting for two reasons. First, it is the oldest known treatise containing 
a geometrical proof of a method for the determination of the azimuth of the qibla. 
This aspect of the treatise is well known in the modern historical literature, and var
ious summaries of the proof have been published [11], [6], [1, pp. 62-63]. Secondly, 
al-NayrizI also presents a corresponding method of computation of the azimuth of 
the qibla at Baghdad. This computation has not yet received due attention in the 
modern literature. 

In the medieval Islamic mathematical tradition, the azimuth of the qibla is mea
sured by the angle q on the horizon circle between the direction of Mecca and 

the Southern direction. In order to compute q at Baghdad, we have to know 

the geographical latitude of Mecca <PM, the geographical latitude of Baghdad ¢, 
and the difference Ll>. between the geographical longitudes of Baghdad and Mecca. 

10n I:Iabash see [12, vol. 5, pp. 275-276; vol. 6, pp. 173-175] and [5, pp. 8-11]. 
2 0n al-Nayr1z1 see [12, vol. 5, pp. 283-285; vol. 6, pp. 191-192]. 
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Al-NayrizI assumes <PM= 21°401
, ¢ = 33°251

, ~A= 3°, and he obtains q = 29°71
• 

For these values of the parameters <PM, ¢, ~A the mathematical correct value of q 

is 13°291
, correct to minutes, and the four easy ninth-century approximation meth

ods discussed in [7, p. 92] give q ~ 14°. So how could al-NayrizI's correct method 

produce such a hopelessly erroneous result? 

The answer to this question is essentially as follows ( details will be given in the 

next section). Al-NayrizI's method is based on the solution of an auxiliary equation 

cosy = c for a number c, which in the case of Baghdad is very close to 1. The 

graph of cosy reaches its maximum value 1 at y = 0 and it is very flat near this 

maximum. Al-NayrizI makes a small error in c and thus he obtains a value of y 

which is more than two times as large as the correct value. In al-NayrizI's method, 

the relative error in y is approximately the same as the relative error in q, hence his 
value q = 29°7 1 is also more than two times as large as the correct value q = 13°291

• 

Al-NayrizI nevertheless believed that his computation of the azimuth of the qibla 

at Baghdad was correct, and at the end of the treatise he proudly states that the 

values found by ij:abash and others are wrong. Al-NayrizI's contemporaries must 

have realized that the result of his computation was very incorrect, and this explains 

why his method did not become popular. One wonders whether they were able to 

explain the cause of the error. 

Al-NayrizI's treatise on the azimuth of the qibla was translated into German by 

Schoy in 1922 [11], and the last passage and the figure, which were left out by Schoy, 

were provided by Debarnot [1, p. 62]. Section IV of this paper contains an edited 

Arabic text and an English translation of the treatise of al-NayrizI. In Section II 
of this paper I continue the mathematical analysis, and in Section III I discuss the 

possible historical, influence of al-NayrizI's method. 

II Mathematical analysis of al-NayrTzT's method. 

Al-NayrizI says in the beginning that he will give the method for the example of 

Baghdad. The figure in his geometrical proof is drawn for localities North-East of 

Mecca, so the method can be used without any change for a large area, including 
the whole of Iran. With simple modifications the method is also valid for localities 

West and South of Mecca. 
Al-NayrizI's method is based on four applications of the spherical transversal 

theorem of Menelaus for arcs of great circles. This theorem was proved in Menelaus' 

Spherics III:1 [9, pp. 194-197] but also in Ptolemy's Almagest I:13 [14, pp. 68-69]. 

These two works had been translated into Arabic in the early third century of the 

Hijra (ninth century CE) [12, vol. 5, pp. 161-163; vol. 6, pp. 88-94]. Note that 

al-NayrizI authored a commentary to the Almagest, now lost [12, vol. 6, p. 192 

no. 4]. 

As above we assume that the following parameters are known: the latitude ¢M 
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of Mecca, the latitude <f; of the locality for which we want to compute the azimuth 

of the qibla, and the difference in longitude ..6..A between Mecca and the locality. 

In Figure 1 the upper half of the celestial sphere at the locality has been drawn, 
and all circles on the sphere have been represented by their perpendicular projections 

on the horizon plane. ABGD is the horizon, with A, B, G, D the West, South, East 

and North points respectively. BEZD is the meridian, Z the zenith at the locality, 

AEG is the celestial equator, T the celestial North pole, H the zenith of Mecca. We 

draw the great circles TH K and Z H L to intersect the southern horizon at K and 

L. Let THK intersect the celestial equator at W. 
Then the following arcs are known: TD = ZE = <f;, TZ = EB = go0 

- <f;, 
HW = ¢M, HT= go0 

- ¢M, EW = ..6..A, WA= goo - ..6..A. Also TW = ZL = go0
• 

Call d the great circle distance between Mecca and the locality, and q the azimuth of 

the qibla, then d = ZH, q = BL. In his computation, Al-NayrTzI uses two auxiliary 

quantities x = WK, y = KB. We have KA= go0 -y. 
Al-NayrizI applies the theorem of Menelaus for great circle arcs on the sphere four 

times. Thus he finds x, y, d, q respectively. In the following summary I present for 

each of the four steps (1) the geometrical identity (using the modern sine function), 

(2) the corresponding formula in modern notation, and (3) the corresponding step 
in al-NayrizI's computation for Baghdad. Al-NayrizI used the medieval sine and 

cosine functions which I will indicate by the abbreviations Sin and Cos (with capital 

letters), and which are defined as the lengths of line segments in circles with radius 
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60. Thus Sin x = 60 sin x and Cos x = Sin ( 90° - x) = 60 cos x. Al-N ayrizI expressed 
all fractions in the sexagesimal system. From now on, I will use the standard tran

scription 59; 32, 43, 54 for 59 + 32/60 + 43/3600 + 54/216000 (al-NayrizI would say: 
59 degrees, 32 minutes, 43 seconds and 54 thirds). Al-NayrizI used the sexagesimal 
system not only for angles and arcs but also for Sines and Cosines. 

Al-NayrizI says that b.>. = 3° and that the complement of the latitude of Mecca is 
68;20°, so <PM = 21; 40°. From his statements Sin <p = 33; 2, 38 and Cos <p = 50; 4, 54 
it follows that he used <p = 33; 25° for the latitude of Baghdad. All these values are 
attested in medieval sources [4, pp. 55-56, 225-226]. 

Step 1: Determination of x 

We have by Menelaus' theorem 

sin TB sinTK sin WA 
sinBE sinKW sinAE' 

or 

sin¢ cos x cos b.>. 
--=--·---
cos¢ smx 1 

so 

tan <p 
cotx = A,. 

COS UA. 

Al-NayrizI first computed (Sin¢/Cos¢) : (Cosb.>./60) ~ (142517/60 2 ) : 

(215704/60 2 ) = O; 39, 51, 14 = cot x. He made a computational mistake in the divi
sion because actually 142517 : 215704 = 0;39,38,33 correct to three sexagesimals. 

Because al-NayrizI did not possess tables of the tangent and cotangent functions, he 

converted cotx to Sinx using Sinx = 60/Jl + (cotx) 2. He found Sinx = 49;58,37 
and x = 56; 24, 8°. The correct values are Sin x = 50; 3, 37 and x = 56; 32, 49°, and 
the errors of only a few minutes seem quite harmless up to this point. 

Step 2: Determination of y 

We have: 

sinTE sinTW sinKA 
sinEB sin WK· sinAB' 

or: 

1 1 cosy 
cos <p = sinx · -1-, 

that is to say 

cosy= sinx/ cos¢. 
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Using Cos¢ 50;4,54 and Sinx = 49;58,37 al-NayrizI obtained Cosy 

(60Sinx)/Cos¢ = 59;52,6 and y = 3;47,19°. Unfortunately, Cosy is very close 
to its maximal value 60, so small differences in Cosy correspond to large differences 
in y. Using the correct value Sinx = 50; 3, 37 one obtains y ~ 1; 40, 29° .3 Thus the 
error of of only 5 minutes in Sinx caused an error of more than two degrees in y. 

Step 3: Determination of d 

We have: 

or 

so 

sin TB sinTK sinHL 
sinBZ sinKH · sinLZ' 

sin¢ 
1 

cosx cosd 
sin(x +<PM) · -1-, 

cosd = sin(x +<PM)· sin¢_ 
cosx 

Al-NayrizI computed Sin(x +<PM) ·Sin¢ ~ 6983215/60 2 and he divided this by 
Cos x = 119530 /60 2 to obtain Cos d = 58; 25, 20. He concluded d = 13; 10°. 

Using the correct value Sinx = 50; 3, 37 and using the same values for <PM and 
Sin</> as al-NayrizI, we obtain Cos d = 58; 40, 46, whence d = 12; 3°. 

Step 4: Determination of q 

We have: 

or 

so 

sin LB sinLZ sinHT 
sinBK sinZH · sinTK' 

sinq 1 cos <PM 
sin y sind cos x 

. siny cos <PM 
smq=--·--

sind cosx 
(1) 

Al-Nayrizifirst computed 60Siny/Sind = 17;24,35 and he then multiplied this 
by Cos¢ M = 55; 42, 18 and divided it by Cos x. He did not state the value of Sin q 

which he obtained, but he mentioned the final result q = 29; 7°. 
Using my value y = l; 40, 29° and al-NayrizI's values for Sind (13; 40, 1), Cos <PM 

3 To be more precise, if Sin x = 50; 3, 37 correct to two sexagesimals, we know that 50; 3, 36, 30 :S 

Sinx :S 50;3,37,30, therefore 1;40,9° :Sy :S 1;40,48°. 
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and Cos x, we obtain q = 12; 25°, which is much closer to the correct value q = 
13; 29°. Thus the error in y is the cause of most of the error in q. 

Formula (1) can be written as sinq = k sin y with k = cos ¢M / sin d cos x. Because 
al-NayrizT makes only small errors in the factors of k, and sines are proportional to 
angles if the angles are small, the relative error in q is nearly the same as the relative 
error in y. 

Some general remarks can be made on al-NayrizI's computations. He performed 
his multiplications in the sexagesimal system, but in his divisions he first reduced 

the dividend and the divisor to an integer number of seconds or "thirds" ( 60- 3), 

which he wrote in the decimal system. It may seem odd that he expressed the result 

of the division in sexagesimals, but we should bear in mind that decimal fractions 
had not yet been invented in his time. Most (but not all) of the divisions in the 
treatise are correct to the last sexagesimal ( examples: 118958 : 180294 = 0;39,35,17 

and 6983215 : 119530 = 58;25,20). Al-NayrTzI was sloppier in his multiplications. 

Examples: 4 58;42,12 x 33;2,28 = 1939;46,55 according to him, but the correct prod
uct is 1939;47,11,7,36. Again, 55;42,18 x 17;24,35 = 969;42,15 according to him, 
but the correct product is 969;48,30,52,30. Al-NayrTzT must have had a good table 

of Sines, because the errors in his Sine values are usually at most 2 units of the 

last sexagesimal digit. Some examples: he says Cos 3° = 59;55,4, and Sin 33; 25° 

= 33;2,38, while the correct values are Cos 3° = 59;55,3,59 ... and Sin 33; 25° = 

33;2,36,18 .... 

Al-NayrizI's treated ratios as real numbers in an unproblematic way. In step 1 of 
his computation, he divided the number 0;39,35,17, which he called "ratio of the first 
to the second" (quantity), by another number 0;59,55,4, the "ratio of the fifth to the 

sixth," and he then obtained what he called "the ratio of the third to the fourth". 
He then added 1 to the square of this number and extracted the square root of the 
sum. Modern historians of mathematics have admired 'Umar al-Khayyam because 

he interpreted ratios as numbers [3, p. 254], but the example of al-NayrTzI shows 
that al-Khayyam's interpretation was the reflection of an age-old practice. 

I conclude this section by an explanation of the "method of the Zijes," in order 

to show that al-N ayrizT's method can be seen as a variation of this method ( compare 
[1, pp. 50-51]). 5 Draw a great circle through A, H and G and let this great circle 

meet the meridian at P ( dotted line in Figure 1). Now call x' = HP, y' = E P. Then 
x', y', d and q are determined in four steps: 

4 In these examples obvious scribal errors have been corrected. 
5 Al-Brrunl's proof in [1, pp. 252-253] is mathematically equivalent to the following proof, but he 

uses the sine theorem, which can be seen as a special cases of the theorem of Menelaus. 
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Step 1: 

or: 

Step 2: 

or: 
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sin HP 
sinPA 

sin HT sin WE 
sinTW sin EA' 

sin x' = cos ¢M · sin .6.).. 

sin PE 

sin ET 
sinPA sinHW 
sin AH sin WT ' 

• 1 sin¢M 
smy = . 

cosx' 

Then we have ZP = ¢-y'. 

Step 3: 

or: 

Step 4: 

or: 

sinHL 
sinLZ 

sinHA sinPB 
sinAP sinBZ' 

cos d = cos x' · cos(¢ - y'). 

sin LB sinLZ sinHP 
---=---
sinBA sinZH sinPA' 

. sinx' 
Sln q = ---;-----d . 

sm 

55 

A historical relation between the two methods is suggested by the existence of a 

technical vocabulary for both. Al-N ayrizI called arc WK = x the "first connected 

arc," or simply the "connected arc," arc H L = 90° - d the "second connected arc," 
arc KB= y the "first separated arc" and arc ZH = d the "second separated arc." 
The various authors who discussed the "method of the Zijes", including }:Iabash, 

also used technical terms for their auxiliary quantities x' and y' (see [2, p. 6]). 
Al-NayrizI does not need the auxiliary circle AH P so he may have viewed his 

own method as a simplification of the "method of the Zijes." Unfortunately for 
al-NayrizI, the "method of the Zijes" was better suited to numerical computations 
for localities such as Baghdad, because the small auxiliary quantities x' and y' are 

computed from their sines, not their cosines. 
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III Influence of al-NayrizI's method 

Al-NayrizI's method is geometrically correct and yet his computation of the qibla 

for Baghdad produced a highly erroneous result. Thus the question arises how his 
treatise and method were received by his contemporaries and successors. 

Al-NayrizI's treatise was known to a number of 10th-century mathematicians. 
The extant manuscript of the treatise is a copy of a manuscript copied in the year 

358 H./ A.D. 970 in Shiraz by the mathematician al-SijzI (see Section IV and [12, 

vol. 5, pp. 329-334]). According to a remark at the end, al-SijzI copied the text from 

a manuscript in the possession of the Christian physician Na~If ibn Yumn [12, vol. 
5, pp. 313-314]. Therefore al-SijzI and Na~If ibn Yumn knew al-NayrizI's method. 

It seems to me that there is an implicit reference to al-NayrizI's method for the 
computation of the qibla in the trigonometrical work Keys to Astronomy of al-BirunI. 
Al-BirunI says that Abu Nai;;r ibn 'Iraq proved in his Book on Azimuths, now lost, a 
theorem "at the end of the proof of a procedure of al-NayrizI for (determining) the 
azimuth of the qibla in his zij (i.e. astronomical handbook)" [1, p. 133]. The theorem 
in question is the Sine theorem, which is as follows in the notation of Figure 1: if on a 

sphere we h&ve two great circle arcs AB, AE equal to a quadrant and two great circle 

arcs BE, KW perpendicular to AE, then Sin WK : Sin EB = Sin KA : Sin AB. 
Al-BirunI informs us that al-SijzI had collected a number of procedures by dif

ferent mathematicians for computing the azimuth of the qibla, and that these pro
cedures "led to different results" and were not accompanied by proofs [1, p. 96]. 
According to al-BirunI, Abu Nai?r wrote his Book on Azimuths to give the proofs for 

the procedures. 
The question arises whether al-NayrizI gave the same method in his treatise and 

in his Zij. I believe that this is likely for two reasons. First, the Sine theorem 

was related to the method in the Zfj but also to the treatise, for it corresponds 
to Step 2 in al-NayrizI's computation mentioned above. Note that he states the 

Sine theorem explicitly in the present treatise (see footnote 18 below). Secondly, 
al-BirunI's statement that these procedures led to "different results" may have been 

caused by the result q = 29; 7° of al-NayrizI's computation, which was very different 

from the usual values q ~ 13; 30° for Baghdad. 6 

I conclude that there probably was some discussion of al-NayrizI's method in the 
late tenth century. For more information on the contents of this discussion we will 

6 Debarnot argues in (1, p. 132] that al-SijzI knew al-NayrizI's treatise and hence his proof, so she 

argues that al-NayrizI's method cannot have belonged to al-SijzI's collection of methods without 

proofs. She concludes that in the Zij, al-NayrizI gave another method for the computation of the 

azimuth of the qibla, probably the "method of the Zijes." However, I believe that al-SijzI had every 

reason to include al-NayrizI's method as long as the error in his computation for Baghdad was 

unexplained. 
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have to await the discovery of new sources. 

IV Introduction to the edition and translation. 

The following edition and translation are based on the Arabic manuscript Paris, 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Fonds Arabe 2457, ff. 78b-80b [13, p. 432]. This is the only 
manuscript of al-NayrizI's treatise which is known to be extant. 

The Paris manuscript to which al-NayrizI's treatise belongs is a collection of more 
than fifty mathematical treatises. At the end of several treatises in this collection 

one finds statements to the effect that the treatise was copied on a date between 

A.H. 358 and 361 / A.D. 969-972 by AJ.:imad ibn MuJ.:iammad ibn 'Abdaljaln in 
Shiraz. The scribe is the famous Iranian mathematician al-SijzI. Whether the Paris 
manuscript was really copied by al-SijzI has been a matter of controversy between 
modern authors (see [10]). I believe that the Paris manuscript is a later copy of a 
manuscript written by al-SijzI and that the scribe simply copied the statements by 
al-SijzI at tbe end of the treatises. Like many other treatises in the manuscript, the 

treatise by al-NayrizI contains silly scribal errors which make it unlikely that the 
scribe of the manuscript was a competent mathematician. Thus the scribe wrote 

instead of the sentence "this circle (LHZ) passes through the two poles of the two 

horizons so it is perpendicular to the two horizons" the sentence "this circle (LH Z) 

passes through the two points of the two horizons so it is perpendicular to the 
two horizons," which is completely meaningless (footnote 9 below). The scribe also 
confused al-NayrizI's technical terminology "connected" and "separated" arc for the 
quantities x and yin Section II (see footnotes 19-20 below). 

In my edition of the text I have left most grammatical errors in the text uncor
rected, but I have used some modern orthography without notice. There are some 

emendations in the text but the manuscript readings can be found in the apparatus 
in the end. I have tried to reconstruct the original of al-NayrizI and to this effect 

I have emended some obvious scribal errors in the numbers. There are probably 
more scribal errors which cannot be identified since it is not always possible to dis
tinguish an error due to a scribe from a computational error made by al-NayrizI. 

The numbers in the text are written either in words or in Hindu-Arabic numbers, as 
in the following quotation: "thirty-three degrees and two minutes and thirty-eight 
seconds, that is 118958 seconds, or 7137480 thirds." For sake of brevity, numbers 

in words in the manuscript appear as Hindu-Arabic numbers in normal print in the 
translation, and Hindu-Arabic numbers in the manuscript appear in boldface in the 
translation. Therefore, the quotation appears in the translation as: "33;2,38, that 

is 118958 seconds, that is 7137480 thirds." 
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Translation 

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate 

26.7 Treatise of al-Fac:Il ibn I;Iatim al-NayrizI on the Azimuth of 
the Qibla 

1. Let the example be for the City of Peace (= Baghdad). (Figure 2) We make 

the horizon at the City of Peace ABGD and the centre point E. Let point A be 

the setting point of the beginning of Aries and Libra, and let point G be their rising 

point. 8 Let the (celestial) equator be GEA, and half of the meridian at the City of 

Peace BED, and let point Z be the zenith at the City of Peace, and point H the 
zenith for the people of Mecca, and let the (celestial) north pole be point T. We 
draw through it (T) and point H arc T HW K. Arc EW is the difference in longitude 

between the two cities, that is three degrees at the City of Peace, and this (difference) 

is known. By subtraction, arc WA is known because it is the complement ( of arc 
EW) to arc EWA which is ninety degrees. Arc T HW K belongs to the meridian 

for the people of Mecca; it is unknown and we want to determine it. 

B 

G 
z 

A 

T 

D 

Figure 2 

We draw through points H and Z quadrant LH Z. Then it is clear that the prayer 

7The treatise was no. 26 in the manuscript in its original form. See [10]. 
8 The text means that A is the West point of the horizon and G the East point. 
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at the City of Peace is under the quadrant LH Z. That (circle) passes through the 
two poles 9 of the two horizons, 10 so it is perpendicular to the two horizons. Thus 
we want to explain how we determine arc BL of the horizon, for if we know it, we 
know the azimuth of the qibla. 

Since the two arcs T HW K, EWA are between arcs TB, AB and intersect at 
point W, the ratio of the Sine 11 of arc TB to the Sine of arc BE is as the ratio of 
the Sine of arc T K to the Sine of arc KW compounded with the ratio of the Sine 

of arc WA to the Sine of arc EA. Arc TB is known since TE is a quarter of a 
circle and BE is the magnitude of the altitude of the beginning of Aries and the 
beginning of Libra, 12 so arcs TB and BE are known. Arc WA is known and EA is 
90 degrees. The arcs T K, WK are both unknown, but the excess of arc T K over 
arc WK is known, namely ninety degrees. Thus arc KW can be determined, as I 
shall now describe. 

Chapter on the computation of arc WK; we will call it the connected arc. 13 We 
divide the Sine of arc TB, which is equal to the Sine of the latitude of the City 

of Peace, by the Sine of arc BE, that is the Cosine of the latitude of the City of 
Peace. We have called 14 the quotient the ratio of the first to the second (quantities). 
Then we divide the Cosine of the difference between the two longitudes, I mean the 

excess of the longitude of the City of Peace from the West 15 over the longitude of 
Mecca, by the greatest Sine. 16 We have called the quotient the ratio between the 
fifth and sixth (quantities). Then we divide the ratio between the first and second 
(quantities) by the ratio between the fifth and sixth (quantities) and we have called 
the quotient the ratio between the third and fourth (quantities). 17 Then we multiply 

9The scribe wrote "the two points" instead of "the two poles." 
10 The two horizons are the horizons of Mecca and Baghdad. 
11 I write Sine and Cosine in capitals to remind the reader of the fact that al-Nayrfa!'s Sine and 

Cosine are defined in a circle with radius 60, thus Sine (x) = 60 sinx, Cosine (x) = 60 cosx. 
12 The text means the maximum altitude of the beginning of Aries and Libra, that is the altitude 

of the intersection between the meridian and the celestial equator. This altitude is the complement 

of the geographical latitude of Baghdad. 
13 Al-Nayr1z1 considers arc WK to be the arc connected to arc HW, the latitude of Mecca; the two 

arcs are on the same great circle. 
14 Al-Nayrfa1 may refer to another work, perhaps his lost commentary on the Almagest in which he 

discussed the transversal theorem of Menelaus, as al-Bfriln1 tells us in his Keys to Astronomy [1, p. 

92-93]. 
15 1n medieval Islamic geography, terrestrial longitudes were often measured with respect to a merid

ian through the Canary Islands, which were believed to be the Western extreme of the inhabited 

world. 
16 For al-Nayr1z1, the "greatest Sine" is the maximum of his Sine function, that is, 60. 
17 Al-Nayr1z1 has now obtained cot x with x =WK, as the ratio between the third and the fourth 
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the ratio between the third and fourth by itself, and we add one to the product, and 
we take the root of the sum, and we divide the greatest Sine by the root which we 
have found, and the quotient is the Sine of the connected arc. We convert it to an 

arc (by means of a Sine table), and we have called the resulting arc the connected 
arc, that is arc WK. 

Chapter on the determination of arcs KA and KB. The ratio of the Sine of arc 
TE to the Sine of arc EB is as the ratio of the Sine of arc TW to the Sine of arc 
WK compounded with the ratio of the Sine of arc AK to the Sine of arc AB. Each 
of the arcs TE, WT is ninety degrees, so the ratio of the Sine of arc WK to the Sine 

of arc EB turns out to be equal to the ratio of the Sine of arc KA to the Sine of arc 
AB .18 Thus we multiply the Sine of arc KW, that is the Sine of the connected arc, 
with the Sine of arc AB, that is the greatest Sine, divided by the Sine of arc EB, 
that is the Cosine of the latitude of the locality. The quotient is the Sine of arc AK, 
so arc AK is known, so arc KB remains. We subtract it (AK) from ninety degrees, 
then it (BK) is the first separated 19 arc. 

Chapter on the computation of the first separated arc. We multiply the Sine of 
the connected 20 arc by the greatest Sine, and we divide the product by the Cosine 

of the latitude of the locality, and we convert the quotient to an arc (by means of a 

Sine table), then that arc is the complement of the first separated arc. 
Chapter on the determination of arcs Z H, LH. The ratio of the Sine of arc BT 

to the Sine of arc Z B is as the ratio of the Sine of arc T K to the Sine of arc K H 
compounded with the ratio of the Sine of arc LH to the Sine of arc LZ. Since the 
second arc, ZB, is equal to the sixth arc, LZ, the ratio of the first (quantity), that 
is the Sine of arc TB, to the fifth quantity, that is the Sine of arc LH, is equal to 
the ratio of the Sine of arc T K to the Sine of arc K H, the fourth (quantity). So we 
multiply the Sine of TB, the first (quantity) by the Sine of arc K H, that is the Sine 

of the sum of the connected arc and arc HW which is the latitude of Mecca, divided 
by the Sine of arc KT, which is equal to the Cosine of the connected arc WK. The 
quotient is the Sine of arc LH. Thus LH becomes known, and in the same way Z H 
becomes known. We call arc LH the second connected arc and arc Z H the second 
separated arc. 

Chapter on the computation of the second connected arc and the second separated 
arc. We multiply the Sine of the latitude of the locality with the Sine of the sum 
of the first connected arc plus the arc of the latitude of Mecca, and we divide the 

quantity. Because he did not have tangent tables, he has to transform this to Sine WK first and 

then use a Sine table. 
18 Here al-NayrizI states the theorem which was later called the Sine theorem: Sin WK : Sin EB 

= Sin KA: Sin AB. 
19 The scribe wrote: connected. 
20 The scribe wrote: separated, and therefore the manuscript text is nonsensical. 
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product by the Cosine of the first connected arc. We convert the quotient into an 
arc (by means of a Sine table), and the resulting arc is the second connected arc. 

We subtract it from ninety degrees and the result is the second separated arc. 
Chapter on the determination of the azimuth, that is arc LB. The ratio of the 

Sine of arc LB to the Sine of arc KB is as the ratio of the Sine of arc LZ to the 
Sine of arc ZH compounded with the ratio of the Sine of arc TH to the Sine of 
arc KT. All arcs are known except arc LB, the first arc, so it is determined by the 
other arcs. 

Chapter on the computation of it, that is, of the arc of the azimuth between the 

endpoint of the line of the middle of the south, 21 towards the west, at the City of 
Peace, and in the same way for every city of which the longitude is greater than 
the longitude of Mecca from the West. We multiply the Sine of the first separated 
arc with the greatest Sine, and we divide the product by the Sine of the second 
separated arc. We multiply the quotient by the Cosine of the latitude of Mecca, 
and we divide the product by the Cosine of the first connected arc. We convert the 

quotient to an arc (by means of a Sine table), then the resulting arc is the arc of the 
azimuth which we mentioned. 

Example of this. Until now it has not been possible for me to make any ob

servations with which I can observe the magnitude of the difference between the 

meridian of Mecca and the meridian of the City of Peace. This observation requires 

lunar eclipses, which have to be observed by two observers, one of them in the City 
of Peace and the other in Mecca. Each of them determines the amount of time of 

night that has elapsed until the beginning of the eclipse, or its end, or the end of 
the (complete) occultation. Then one finds the difference between the two moments 

in the two localities. I mean by the two moments the amount of time that has 
passed since midnight or that remains until midnight. The remaining difference is 

the distance between the two meridians. As has been (mentioned) above, this excess 
for the City of Peace over Mecca is three degrees. This I have found written as I 
will now describe. The Commander of the Faithful (i.e. Caliph) al-Ma'mun, may 
God be pleased with him, desired to verify the azimuth of the qibla, so he found the 

meridian of Mecca to the West of the meridian of the City of Peace by three degrees 
approximately. It is clear that these three degrees are (measured) on the equator, 

and they are the magnitude of arc EW. 
We made the latitude of the City of Peace 22 into a Sine, namely 33;2,38, that is 

118958 seconds, that is 7137480 thirds. The Cosine of the latitude of the locality 
(i.e. the City of Peace) is 50;4,54, that is 180294 seconds. I divided the Sine of the 

21 The line of the middle of the south is the intersection of the meridian plane and the southern half 

of the horizon plane. 
22 Al-Nayrfa1 must have assumed the latitude of Baghdad to be 33; 25°, note that Sin 33;25° 

33;2,36,17 .... 
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latitude of the City of Peace by the Cosine of it, and the quotient was 0;39,35,17, 
that is 142517 thirds. We have called this the ratio of the first to the second 
(quantity). The Cosine of the three degrees, that is the Cosine of the longitude 
difference between the two circles (i.e. meridians) is 59;55,4. I divided it by the 
greatest Sine and the quotient was 0;59,55,4, and this is the ratio of the fifth to the 
sixth (quantity), that is 215704 thirds. Then I divided the ratio of the first to the 
second by the ratio of the fifth to the sixth, and the quotient is the ratio of the third 
to the fourth, 23 0;39,51,14. I multiplied it by itself and the product was 0;26,28,20. 
I added one to it, that is, one degree, and I took the root of the sum, the root was 

4322 seconds, that is 1; 12, 2. I divided the greatest Sine by it, and the quotient 
was 49;58,37, and that is the Sine of the first connected arc KW from the previous 
proposition, namely 179917 seconds. 24 We multiplied it with the greatest Sine and 
we divided the product by the Cosine of the latitude of the locality, that is 50;4,54. 

The quotient is 59;52,6,25 and this is the Cosine of the first separated arc, 26 which is 
the Sine of arc KA. The first connected arc is 56;24,8 and the latitude of Mecca is 
21;40.27 We add this to the first connected arc, and the sum is 78;4,8. The Sine of 
this is 58;42,12. I multiplied this with the Sine of the latitude of the City of Peace, 
which is 33;2,38, and the product was28 1939;46,55. The complement of the (first) 

connected arc is 33; 35, 52, and its Sine is 33; 12, 10. 29 I divided by it the product 
of the first multiplication, 6983215 seconds, 30 the second (number was) 119530, 31 

and the quotient was 58;25,20 and that is the Sine of the second connected arc. 
Therefore the second connected arc is 76;50. I subtracted it from 90 degrees and the 
remainder is the second separated arc, 13;10, that is arc ZH. 

We had (already) computed the Cosine of the first separated arc, that is the Sine 

of arc KA, namely 59;52,6. 32 The corresponding arc, which is the complement of the 

first separated arc, is 86;12,41. Its complement, the first separated arc, is 3;47,19, 

23 Al-NayrizI must have made a mistake, because as a matter of fact 142517 : 215704 = 0;39,38,32 

24 Schoy incorrectly reads 179417. 
25 Schoy incorrectly reads 59;5,6. 
26 Again there is an error in the computation. As a matter of fact (179917 · 60) : 180294 = 

59;52,28, .... 
27 The number 21;40 is required by the mathematical context since 56:24,8 + 21;40 = 78;4,8 and 

since al-NayrizI says that the complement of the latitude of Mecca is 68;20°. I have therefore 

emended the value 21;41 in the manuscript. Schoy reads 21;41. 
28 Here is another computational mistake. As a matter of fact, 58;42,12 x 33;2,38 = 1939;47,11,7,36. 
29 Schoy incorrectly reads 33;12,18. As a matter of fact, Sin 33;35,52 = 33;12,5,36 .... 
30 6983215 seconds equals 1939;46,55. 
31 119530 seconds equals 33;12,10. Schoy incorrectly reads 112530. 
32 As above, Schoy incorrectly reads 59;5,6. 
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that is arc KB. Its Sine is 3;57,56. 33 I multiplied it with the greatest Sine, and the 
product is 237;56. We divided it by the Sine of the second separated arc, that is 
13;40,l, and the quotient is 17;24,35.34 The complement of the latitude of Mecca 
is 68;20, and its Sine is 55;42,18. 35 I multiplied that with the quotient, and the 
result is 969;42,15. 36 I divided this by the Cosine of the first connected (arc), that 
is 33;12,15. 37 The arc (such that its Sine is equal to the quotient) is 29;7 and that is 
the magnitude of arc BL, which is the magnitude of the azimuth; I mean that the 

distance between the endpoint of the southern meridian, towards the West, on the 
horizon of the City of Peace, and the point to which the prayer has to be made, is 

29;7 and that is what we wanted to demonstrate. 38 

Al-NayrizI said: Nobody preceded me in this subject, and thus the computations 
of J:Iabash and other geometers and calculators are false. 

End of the treatise. Praise to God, the Lord of the Worlds, and may God bless 
Mul_iammad and his family. I copied (this) from a text of Na~If39 in the month 

Rajab. 40 

33 Schoy incorrectly reads 3;57,5. As a matter of fact, Sin (3;47,19) = 3;57,52 .... 
34 Schoy incorrectly reads 17;44,35. It is likely that al-Nayrfaf ignored the last digit 1 in the divisor, 

because, as a matter of fact, 237;56 : 13;40,l = 17;24,33,51. .. and 237;56 : 13;40= 17;24,35,7 .... 
35 Schoy reads 55;45,18. There is a problem here because Sin 68;20 = 55;45,39 ... However, Schoy's 

reading cannot be correct because 55;45,18 x 17;24,35 = 970;40,45 ... , compare the next footnote. 
36 1 have emended the number 959 in the manuscript to 969 to make mathematical sense of the rest 

of the computation. Schoy follows the reading of the manuscript. As a matter of fact 55;42,18 x 

17;24,35 = 969; 48, 30, 52, 30. 
37 Above this Cosine was said to be 33;12,10, compare footnotes 29 and 31. 
38 Schoy's translation ends here. 
39 The name appears more completely in the text following al-Nayriz"f's treatise: 

o_rWI tjw I JIC.!I .) 0-'~)I 0-4 Jl; ~I .) ~-' L'..e ~ I ~ _:r. ~ w; lo I.AA 
These are the additions to the propositions of the Tenth Book (of Euclid's Elements) which were 

found and which were transmitted by Na~"if ibn Yumn the Physician. 
40 Here (on fol. 80b) the text probably meant Rajah of the year 359 H, because folio 75b contains 

the date: the last day of Jumada II 359 H., that is May 9, A.D. 970. The month Rajah 359 H. 

corresponds to May 10 - June 8, A.D. 970. 
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